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Low Resolution Tools 
Overview

 Backrub Rotamers

 “Jiggle Fit”
 (interactive map sharpening if needed)

 Map fragments for Molecular Replacement 

 Morphing

 Parallel Plane Restraints



  

Real Space Refinement

 Major Feature of Coot
 Gradient-based minimiser (BFGS derivative)
 Geometry library is the standard CIF-based Refmac 

dictionary
 Minimise deviations in bond length, angles, torsions, 

planes, chiral volume, non-bonded contacts
 Including links and modifications

 Provides “interactive” refinement

 Subject to substantial extension
 e.g. Sphere Refine 



  

Refinement Techniques
 Dragging an atom with Sphere Refine...

 too much moves, so use:

 Single-Atom Drag
 Over-dragging

 Key-bindings:
 Triple Refine
 Single Residue Refine with Auto-accept

 Ramachandran Refinement
 Best done with hydrogens

 Parallel Plane Restraints



  

”Backrub Rotamers”

 High probability models with low resolution data



  

Previous



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

To turn it on...

 (ROTAMERSEARCHLOWRES)



  

Jiggle Fit

 How do I rotate and translate these atoms to fit the 
density? 
 6-dimensional problem

 Originally used to fit simple ligands/solvent molecules to 
blobs of density

 Now extended to fit arbitrary atom selections
 e.g. by Chain



  

Jiggle Fit: How it Works

 Loop n (say 1000) times:
 Generate random angles and translations
 Transform atom selection by these rotations and 

translation
 Score and store the fit to density

 Rank density fit scores, 
 Pick top 20 solution, for each of them

 Rigid body fit and score solutions
 Pick the highest scoring solution if it's better than the 

starting model) 

 Radius of Convergence is larger when using a low-pass 
map



  



  



  



  

Handling EM maps

22/90



  



  



  

Partioning Maps: 
Watershed Algoritm

1D-analog



  
Pintilie et al. (2010) 
J.Struct.Biol.



  



  



  



  

Molecular Replacement

 What's this blob?

 What was known?
 Some additional proteins that had some “homology” with 

known structures
 “Let's make models and see if they fit the density”



  

Molecular Replacement
by Blob Extraction



  

Density Preparation
for Molecular Replacement

& translate to origin



  

Molecular Replacement

 We had to tweak the Grid Sampling/Box Radius
 so that molrep would read the map

 Done with Structure Factors

 Straightforward when there is a set of candidate models
 But there were some regions of the map that could not be 

assigned to a previously know homologous structure
 So search against the BALBES Domain Database
 ... use the cluster and Sun Grid Engine 

 (take care not to set everything off at once, otherwise the 
NFS server is brought to its knees)



  

 

So we have our ideal RNA or homologous protein sitting 
roughly in the density

(not a great fit)



  

Model Morphing: 
How it Works

 For each residue in a chain, we ask:
 where does a small fragment centred on this residue want 

to go?
 (Robust) average the transformations and apply them on 

a per-residue basis

 Repeat



  

Model Morphing: 
Generating the Raw RTs



  

Model Morphing: Example



  

Model Morphing:
Robust Averaging

 What are the residues in the environment of a residue?
 What are their RTs?
 Create a metric 'distance', sort on that
 Discard the top and bottom 25%
 Use remaining RTs to generate average
 ...which is then applied to central residue

 Repeat for all residues

 Larger environment radii make the shifts smaller/more 
conservative
 More cycles needed



  



  



  



  



  



  

Alpha Helix Placement

 Scenario:  Looking at a new map, not built with 
automatic tools:

 “I can see that there’s a helix here - build it for me!”
 From a given point:

 Move to local averaged maximum
 Do a 2D MR-style orientation search on a cylinder of 

electron density
 Build a helix (both directions)
 1D Rotation search to find best fit
  Score based on density at CB positions
 Trim ‘n Grow

37/100



  



  

Cylinder Search
 Pick the orientation that

encapsulates the most

electron density

Using 2 rotation 
axes



  

2 x  1-D Helix orientation searches



  



  



  



  



  

Helix Fitting

 The distribution of electron density is quite unlike that 
of x-ray maps
 e.g. You don't see main-chain atoms at 4 rmsd in x-ray 

maps
 regions of dense electron density contribute negatively to 

helix score



  

Helix Fitting:
Cylinder Search

 Pick the orientation that

encapsulates the most

electron density

Using 2 rotation axes



  

Helix Fitting
 The distribution of electron density is quite unlike that 

of x-ray maps

Typical Density 
Histogram from an 
X-ray map



  

Helix Fitting
 The distribution of electron density is quite unlike that 

of x-ray maps



  

Helix Fitting
 The distribution of electron density is quite unlike that 

of x-ray maps
 e.g. You don't see main-chain atoms at 4 rmsd in x-ray 

maps
 regions of dense electron density contribute negatively to 

helix score
 These EM maps were sharpened and in a big box of 

mostly nothing
 Lots to see at 4 rmsd



  

Additional Restraints

 



  

Restraints Editing in Coot

 Distance Restraints:

 Alpha helices, A-form RNA, B-form DNA
 Add and delete individual restraints

 User-selectable sigma
 Select 2 residues for range

 User-defined torsion restraints

 Input from ProSMART
 Output to Refmac



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Export as Refmac 
Restraints:

 EXT DIST FIRST CHAIN A RESI 55 INS . ATOM  CA   SECOND 
CHAIN A RESI 55 INS . ATOM  C   VALUE 1.54 SIGMA 0.05



  

Plane Restraints

Derivativaties are 
an eigenvector 
scaled by out-of-
plane distance 



  

Parallel Planes Restraints

S = (a
1
- a

2
)2 + (b

1
- b

2
)2 + (c

1
- c

2
)2 Not easy to use in Coot



  

Parallel Planes Restraints

 Also, we have considered parallel-planes distance 
restraints
 More tricky still to implement
 Not implemented yet (not in Coot, anyway)



  

Parallel Planes Restraints



  

Parallel Plane Restraints

Shift to Origin



  

Parallel Planes Restraints

Shift to Origin Move Back to Molecule 



  

Automatic Generation of 
Base Pairing and Stacking 

Restraints

 Fei Long's libg_d
 Provide it with a model and it writes out Refmac restraint 

descriptions
 ... which Coot can also read
 Coot can also create user-define base-paring and stacking 

restraints



  



  



  



  

New Loop Fitting Tool:

(sloop)



  



  



  



  



  

Modelling Carbohydrates

 Validation,

 Model-building,

 Refinement



  

Problematic Glycoproteins
 Crispin, Stuart & Jones (2007) 

 NSB Correspondence 
 “one third of entries contain significant errors in 

carbohydrate stereochemistry...”
 “carbohydrate-specific building and validation tools capable 

of guiding and construction of biologically relevant 
stereochemically accurate models should be integrated 
into popular crystallographic software.  Rigorous treatment 
of the structural biology of glycosylation can only enhance 
the analysis of glycoproteins and our understanding of 
their function”

 PDB curators concur



  

Validate the Tree:
N-linked carbohydrates



  

Carbohydrate Links

Thomas Lütteke (2007)



  

Validate the Links



  

Linking 
Oligsaccharides/Carbohydrates:

LO/Carb

 Complex carbohydrate structure 
 from a dictionary of standard links
 and monomers
 torsion-angle refinement



  



  



  



  



  

Refinement Trials
(NAG-ASN example)
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